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EPHI & Electronic Medical Record (EMR) Systems

“Full” EMR 
systems: 

Electronically submit          
orders for 
prescriptions 
and tests

Report lab results

Enter/store/retrieve
clinical notes

Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Immune_auto.jpg



Electronic Medical Record Use by Office-Based Physicians and Their Practices: United States, 2006. October 
2007. CDC. http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/ad/ad393.pdf

% of physicians using EMR

% of practices using EMR



“Medical identity theft occurs when someone uses 
a person's name and sometimes other 
parts of their identity -- such as 
insurance information -- without the person's 

knowledge or consent to obtain medical 
services or goods, or uses the person’s 
identity information to make false claims for medical 
services or goods.”

Pam Dixon, The World Privacy Forum 
Medical Identity Theft: The information Crime that Can Kill You 

http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/medicalidentitytheft.html

What is Medical Identity Theft?



Receiving the wrong medical treatment

Finding health insurance exhausted or denied

Having false information can affect job prospects

Failing physicals 

Financial loss and liability from claims 
and co-pays

How are the victims affected?



Money (as a mechanism for Financial ID theft)

Access to health care, health insurance

Access to narcotics and prescription drugs

Covering up health records; hiding pre-existing conditions

Motivations for Medical Identity Theft



“Patient data collected and stored in hospitals and healthcare 
facilities is the most valuable and content-rich for fraudulent use and profitability. In addition to 
name, Social Security number and date of birth (the golden combination), records in these facilities also 

contain mailing address, insurance policy information, medical history, and, in some cases, credit card 

and financial information to expedite billing and payment – more data in one record 
than those of any other source such as banks, schools or HR departments.”

HIMSS (Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society) Analytics 
2008 HIMSS Analytics Report: Security of Patient Data 

April 2008

Health care facilities:  attractive targets?



Identity Theft Resource Center. 2008 Data Breach Stats. Report Date: July 29, 2008. 
Identity Theft Resource Center. 2007 Data Breach Stats. Report Date: Feb. 26, 2008. 

2007 2008

Number of Breaches 65 59

Records Exposed 4,005,233 5,909,924

Medical/Healthcare Breaches Occurring or Identified by the Identity Theft 
Resource Center (ITRC) in 2007 vs. Jan. 1 – Aug. 1, 2008. 

Who is Affected? The numbers are growing…
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http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/consumer_rights.pdf



NIST Special Publication 800-66, An Introductory Resource Guide for Implementing the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Security Rule, Revision 1, May 2008.
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The entire text of § 164.312:Technical safeguards



PCI Data Security Standard (v1.1)



HIPAA:

In general Except as provided in subsection (b), the Secretary shall impose on any 

person who violates a provision of this part a penalty of not more
than $100 for each such violation, except that the total 
amount imposed on the person for all violations of an identical requirement or 

prohibition during a calendar year may not exceed $25,000

PCI:  

Depends on particular vendor agreement, but fines range from $10,000 
to $500,000. In extreme cases,  fines can be assessed monthly.

Penalties for non-compliance:  HIPAA vs PCI



Standards Implementation Specifications
Access Control
§ 164.312(a)(1)

Unique User Identification (R)
Emergency Access Procedure (R)
Automatic Logoff (A)
Encryption and Decryption (A)

Audit Controls
§ 164.312(b)

No implementation specs (R)

Integrity
§ 164.312(c)(1)

Mechanism to Authenticate Electronic Protected 
Health Information (A)

Person or Entity Authentication
§ 164.312(d)

No implementation specs (R)

Transmission Security
§ 164.312(e)(1)

Integrity Controls (A)
Encryption (A)

HIPAA Security Rule: Technical Safeguards
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Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(a)(2)(i):  
Unique User Identification (R)

We agree with the commenters that other types of access controls should be allowed. 
There was no intent to limit the implementation features to the named technologies and 

this final rule has been reworded to make it clear that use of any 
appropriate access control mechanism is allowed.  

Proposed implementation features titled "Context- 
based access," "Role-based access," and "User- 
based access" have been deleted and the access control standard at 
§ 164.312(a)(1) states the general requirement. 



Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(a)(2)(ii):  
Emergency Access (R)

Access controls will still be necessary under 
emergency conditions, although they may be very different from those 
used in normal operational circumstances. For example, in a situation when normal 
environmental systems, including electrical power, have been severely damaged or 

rendered inoperative due to a natural or man-made disaster, procedures 
should be established beforehand to provide 
guidance on possible ways to gain access to needed electronic 
protected health information. 



Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(b):  
Audit Controls (R)

We support the use of a risk assessment 
and risk analysis to determine how 
intensive any audit control function should 
be. We believe that the audit control requirement should remain 
mandatory, however, since it provides a means to assess activities 
regarding the electronic protected health information in an entity's care. 



Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(d):  
Person or Entity Authentication (R)

We agree with the commenters that many different mechanisms 
may be used to authenticate entities, and this final rule now 
reflects this fact by not incorporating a list of implementation specifications, in order to 

allow covered entities to use whatever is reasonable and 
appropriate. "Digital signatures" and "soft tokens" may be used, as well 
as many other mechanisms, to implement this 
standard. 



Addressable Implementation Specifics

§ 164.306(d) -- Implementation specifications. 

(3) When a standard adopted in § 164.308, § 164.3010, § 164.312, § 164.314, or § 164.316 includes 

addressable implementation specifications, a covered entity must – (i) assess 
whether each implementation specification is a 
reasonable and appropriate safeguard in its environment, when analyzed with 
reference to the likely contribution to protecting the entity’s electronic protected health information; and (ii) As 

applicable to the entity – (A) Implement the implementation 
specification if reasonable and appropriate; or (B) If implementing 
the implementation specification is not reasonable and appropriate – (1) Document why it would not be 
reasonable and appropriate to implement the implementation specification; and (2) Implement an equivalent 
alternative measure if reasonable and appropriate. 



We also agree with the commenters who mentioned the financial and technical burdens 
associated with the employment of encryption tools….As a result, we decided to make 

the use of encryption in the transmission process an 
addressable implementation specification.  Covered 
entities are encouraged, however, to consider use of 
encryption technology for transmitting electronic 
protected health information, particularly over the 
internet. 

Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(a)(2)(iv):  
Encryption (A)



Error-correcting memory and magnetic disc storage are 
examples of the built-in data authentication mechanisms that 
are ubiquitous in hardware and operating systems today. The 
risk analysis process will address what data must be authenticated and should provide 
answers appropriate to the different situations faced by the various health care entities 
implementing this regulation. Further, we believe that this standard will not prove 
difficult to implement, since there are numerous techniques available, such as processes 
that employ digital signature or check sum technology to accomplish the task. 

Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 34 / Feb. 20, 2008 / Rules and Regulations, pg. 8357

Implementation Specifics:  § 164.312(c)(1):  
Data Integrity (A)



“[HIPAA] does not specifically identify how organizations should 
implement security controls. It allows them latitude to make these 
determinations based on risk analysis. By and large, healthcare 
organizations have not been dealing with the area of accessing data 
with malicious intent.”

2008 HIMSS (Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society) 
Analytics Report: Security of Patient Data

http://www.scmagazineus.com/Patient-health-care-data-at-risk-study/article/110357/

Many roads to compliance…



Audited, HIPAA-compliant facility
Good physical and IT security
Contracted for pentest

With HIPAA regulations in place…



Audited, HIPAA-compliant facility
Good physical and IT security
Contracted for pentest

With HIPAA regulations in place…

In less than an hour, 
3.2 million patient 
records obtained. 



Hospital Networks:  What’s Unique?

Most areas open to the public 24/7

Physical security staff are used to  
random people

Prevalence of guest/patient WiFi       
networks makes blending in
easy.



IOS (Decentralized) Wireless Network Attacks

802.1q Trunks
SSID Private;  EAP-TLS 

Vlan 100

SSID Voice; LEAP 
Vlan 200

SSID Public; NoCatAuth 
Vlan 300

DCERPVoIP

VLANs 1, 100, 200, 300



IOS Wireless Network Attacks:  Tapping In
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Vlan 100

SSID Voice; LEAP 
Vlan 200

SSID Public; NoCatAuth 
Vlan 300

DCERPVoIP

VLANs 1, 100, 200, 300

802.1q Trunks



IOS Wireless Network Attacks:  Welcome to the network

SSID Private;  EAP-TLS 
Vlan 100

DCERPVoIP

# modprobe 8021q 
# vconfig add eth0 100
# vconfig add eth0 200

# dhclient eth0.100
# dhclient eth0.200

VLANs 1, 100, 200, 300

802.1q Trunks



IOS Wireless Network Attacks:  Let the pwning begin…

SSID Private;  EAP-TLS 
Vlan 100

DCERPVoIP

# modprobe 8021q 
# vconfig add eth0 100
# vconfig add eth0 200

# dhclient eth0.100
# dhclient eth0.200

VLANs 1, 100, 200, 300

802.1q Trunks



Physical Attacks Against a Wireless Network



pwn3d!

Physical Attacks Against a Wireless Network



WLC

LWAPP Wireless Network Attacks:  Tapping in…
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LWAPP Wireless Network Attacks:  Tapping in…
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WLC

LWAPP Wireless Network Attacks:  Packet collection
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LWAPP Tunnel Packets





LWAPP  Packet Decoder
#!/usr/bin/perl
#
# LWAPP Packet Decoder:  Decapsulates LWAPP wifi client payloads
# Copyright (C) 2008 Eric Smith - eric@pskl.us - www.pskl.us
#
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
# modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License
# as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2
# of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
#
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
# GNU General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
#

use Net::Pcap;
use strict;

# the ethernet header is truncated, removing the src and dst mac addresses

my $fake_layer2_header="008010000001008010000002";

my $input_file=$ARGV[0] or die "Error: input file not specified\n";

if ( ! -f $input_file ) { 
print "Cannot open input file\n";  
exit 0;
}

# Output filename: append '-unlwapped' to the input filename 
my $output_file=$input_file;
$output_file=~s/\.pcap/-unlwapped.pcap/;

# some variables
my $total_packet_count = 0;
my $error;
my $user_data;

my $input_pcap=Net::Pcap::open_offline($input_file, \$error);
my $output_pcap = Net::Pcap::pcap_dump_open($input_pcap, $output_file);
Net::Pcap::loop($input_pcap, -1, \&process_packet,$user_data);
Net::Pcap::close($input_pcap);
Net::Pcap::pcap_dump_close($output_pcap);

print "$total_packet_count packets exported from $input_file to $output_file\n";

# The End ######

sub process_packet {  
my ($user_data, $hdr, $packet) = @_;
my $s = 2 * length($packet);
my $pkt=unpack("H$s", $packet);

my $encapsulation_flag=substr($pkt, 144, 4);
my $ether_proto=substr($pkt, 156, 4);

if ( ( $encapsulation_flag eq "aaaa" )  &&  ( $ether_proto ne "0000") ) {
$total_packet_count++;
my $encapsulated_packet=substr($pkt, 156,1500);
my $full_pkt = $fake_layer2_header . $encapsulated_packet;
my $length = length($full_pkt);
$hdr->{len} = $length/2;
my $binary_packet=pack("H$length", $full_pkt);
Net::Pcap::pcap_dump($output_pcap, $hdr, $binary_packet);
};
} # end of process_packet



LWAPPP Decode Demo [Wireless VOIP]



WLC

LWAPP Packet Collection Demo

ERP
LWAPP Tunnel Packets

Tubes

tun0

tun0

VictimOS

WPA2 AES 
ssid ‘pskl’



Cisco 1231 
LWAPP AP

LWAPPinator**

http://www.shmoocon.org/2007/speakers.html
** Yes, it’s signed by Lawrence Lessig

Open{WRT, VPN} 
Creates Tunnel to remote WLC 4404

LWAPP Packet Collection Demo:  The Gear



LWAPP Packet Collection Demo



The people are starting to notice…

9,000,000 Americans believe that they or 
a family member has had their medical 
information lost or stolen.

69% of Americans have heard of 
incidents of medical records leakage. 

HIPAA complaints (HHS) are on the rise.

http://harrisinteractive.com/harris_poll/index.asp?PID=930



Medical Record Breaches:  2008  (59 incidents)

http://www.idtheftcenter.org/



April 2008 -- UCLA Medical Center -- Los Angeles, CA

Jackson faces penalties of up 
to 10 years/$250k under 
HIPAA 1177(b)(3).

The hospital faces no 
penalties for allowing this to 
occur.

Lawanda Jackson, a former employee at the UCLA Medical Center, was indicted 
for improperly looking at 61 patients’ medical records in 2006 and 2007, 
including records of Britney Spears, Farrah Fawcett, and California first lady 
Maria Shriver. 

Indicted by a federal grand jury on a charge of obtaining identifiable health data 
for profit. 



Providence Health & Services, Seattle.  Backup tapes and disks 
with files on 365,000 patients stolen from an IT employee’s 
minivan. 

“Providence does not concede in the agreement that the 
incidents constituted violations of the privacy rules. The 
system has implemented most of the security protocols and data protection 
measures required by the agreement." 

-- Providence spokesman Thomas Johnson 



http://www.wsp.wa.gov/newsfaqs/releases/mr051308c.pdf

“In addition, detectives said, she became skillful at presenting 
doctors with symptoms that would result in prescriptions for 
narcotics”
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Breaches still too easy – even in a HIPAA-compliant 
environment. 

Emphasis on compliance, not security.
Too many “addressable” implementation specs. 
Emphasis on internal analysis of what is “reasonable and   

appropriate.”
Not enough details in implementation specifications. 
Overemphasis on “technology neutrality.”

Summary: the current rules are insufficient 



http://www.ncsl.org/programs/health/forum/Hitch/enacted.htm

2007

250+ HIT 
bills 

introduced. 

74 bills 
passed in 
39 states 
and D.C. 





Questions?
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